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Main Ideas: Joseph Garcin
● Ran pacifist newspaper (which he claims was the reason of his death, hmm…)
● Shot by a man named Gomez for trying to escape duty during a war.
● Was a married man but frequently cheated on his wife.
● Frequently covers eyes to avoid judgement from others.
● Seeks to not be seen as a coward by others.
● Bound to the room (hell) because he will forever be seen as a coward by Inez and 

Estelle.
● Represents bad faith because he sought out to be seen as something he is not; Similar 

to Estelle but opposite of Inez.
● Represents literary term, dasein: having to live with others while being ultimately alone 

with oneself, because of his desire of  isolation to  cope with his crimes.



Main Ideas: Inez Serrano
● Lived with her cousin and his wife, Florence.
● Had an affair with Florence but killed her and herself when turning on the gas.
● Fully intends to torture Estelle and Garcin to the best of her ability.
● Desires Estelle and stands between her and Garcin’s “relationship”.
● Fully aware of her flaws and crimes so she accepts her punishments.
● Contrasts Garcin and Estelle in that she owns up to her fate and embraces 

her true self, while Garcin and Estelle embody bad faith and self-deception.
● Inez recognizes the truth of people, she can see past what people portray 

themselves as (i.e. Estelle’s use of her as a mirror).
● Inez seeks to define herself and does not like others defining her.



Main Ideas: Estelle Rigault
● Her parents died when she was young, forcing her to care solely for her 

younger brother.
● Married a man much older than herself to financially support herself and her 

brother, then had an affair with a younger man.
● Had a child with the man she had an affair with but did not want it so she 

killed it, causing the true father to commit suicide.
● Attracted to Garcin and demands his attention.
● Embodies being-for-others because she begins to lose sight of who she is 

and seeks to be defined by others (i.e. the necessity of a mirror and the use of 
Inez).



Embodiment of existentialism through characters
Garcin

● Embodies bad faith, encrustation, dasein, nothingness and being-for itself

Inez

● Embodies freedom, anguish and contradicts bad faith

Estelle

● Embodies being-for-itself, bad faith, and encrustation

 



Literary criticism on No Exit

Akram Amiri Senjani, a professor at the University of Applied Sciences, has 
spoken on these characters. He helps us understand them by explaining what 
they represent and how their personalities affect each other. Garcin came from 
Sartre’s own experiences in the war. He says that Garcin and Estelle compliment 
each other since Garcin needs Estelle to be defined with masculinity and Estelle 
needs Garcin to be defined as feminine. He explains to the readers that Inez is the 
only one capable of understanding the power of opinion, using that to make being 
defined as something they are not unachievable for Garcin and Estelle. 


